
Haypi Gives Bonuses for Beta Testing Haypi
Kingdom: The Return of The King
Haypi Kingdom: The Return of The King is an MMO Strategy War Game that features diversified PVE
enemies, various activities, interesting PVP challenges and more

SHANGHAI, SHANGHAI, CHINA, July 4, 2014 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The mobile games developer
Haypi Co is gearing up for the brother series of Haypi Kingdom--Haypi Kingdom: The Return of the
King. All Haypiers will be able to participate in an exciting closed beta test, which is in collaboration
with Haypi’s sole contract partner: Guangzhou Brave Lions Advertising Co. LTD (for beta test ONLY). 

Haypi Kingdom: The Return of The King is an MMO Strategy War Game and it features diversified
PVE enemies, various activities, as well as customizable city development, interesting PVP
challenges, and intensified player interaction. The start of the game’s Best test will be announced very
soon, and Haypi will invite all players to join a closed Beta test and win amazing Bonuses!

The game is still a work in progress, but in the nearest future participants will have the chance to
check out the new game content. The beta test participants will be able to contribute to improving the
game through their suggestions. Players will also be helping Haypi to test the stability of the app and
fine-tune the game prior to launch.

The bonuses for excellent beta test volunteers include an iPad Air ($ 499) for one 1st Prize winner, an
iPod Touch ($ 199) for each of the two 2nd Prize winners, and Haypi coins equivalent to $ 100 for
each of the three 3rd Prize winners (winners decide which game s/he would like the coins to go to).
The prize winners will be picked out based on their gameplay progress, bugs reported, suggestions
made, feedback…etc. The volunteers only need to fill in the VALID information when registering the
game, so that they could be notified via email if they have won a prize (notifications will be sent when
the beta test is officially closed).

All players interested in participating, can get the game’s beta version through only a few steps
(currently the game is only available for iOS users). They have to copy and paste a link to the address
bar of their phone browser (the link is available HERE). The few steps following that are easy: Tapping
on the “Join to Win Bonus” image (or Tap on the “Get Beta” button to “Install” the beta version) and
launching the game (when receiving the pop-up notification, players should tap “Continue” to start).

Participants are also invited to share their Haypi Kingdom: The Return of the King beta testing
experience with the world! They can take screenshots, capture video, and/or publicly disclose
information about their beta test experience. Looks like many are excited to be in the fierce Haypi
battlefield!
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